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ABSTRACT

Use of laboratory animals to identify carcinogenic potential of chemicals, mixtures, and other agents has a modern history of greater than 40 years from which much useful scientific and public health information can be derived. While laboratory animals differ from humans in some respects that may affect responses to hazardous exposures, use of such models is based on experimental evidence indicating that there are more genetic, genomic, physiological, biochemical, and metabolic similarities than differences among mammalian species. Issues of concordance of responses between rodent species and between rodents and humans as well as repeatability and site-specificity are important considerations in evaluating laboratory animal carcinogenicity results. Variables in experimental design such as animal strain, diet, route of exposure, and study duration as well as single-site versus multisite carcinogenic responses all influence interpretation and intelligent use of study data. Similarities and differences in site-specific laboratory animal and corresponding human cancers should also be considered in study evaluation. Recent attempts to explore genetically engineered mice and to humanize the mouse for more relevant identification of carcinogen hazard identification have yielded mixed results. In the end we are confronted by the realization that virtually all animal cancer models are useful but imperfect surrogates for humans. Assuming the percentage of chemicals currently in commerce that are estimated to be potent animal or human carcinogens is quite low, the task of identifying agents with significant carcinogenic potential is daunting and important. The biological conundrum of scientific debate regarding the relevance of carcinogenicity studies in laboratory animals is likely to continue. Nonetheless public health considerations must take precedence when deciding human safety issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, laboratory animal studies, especially studies in mice and rats, have made highly tangible contributions to physiology, biochemistry, pharmacology, medicine, toxicology, and cancer biology. Use of rodent models is based on the premise and supporting experimental evidence that rodents have sufficient physiological, biochemical, metabolic, and genetic/genomic similarities to humans to warrant their use as surrogates, as well as on the basis of their relative availability, low cost, and short life span. These studies have been and continue to be fundamental for the discovery of new disease treatment regimens and beneficial chemicals and to help determine the efficacy of new pharmaceuticals and anticancer therapies. Preclinical studies in laboratory animals typically precede human clinical trials and population studies for new drugs and therapeutics. Laboratory animal studies contribute to our understanding of mechanisms, modulators, and pathogenesis of disease, study of specific diseases, discovery of the underpinnings of cancer, and evaluation of intervention strategies. Similarly, and most importantly, they allow us to identify potential public health hazards.

Use of rodent models to identify carcinogenic potential of chemicals and other agents has a long and eventful history. The chemical carcinogenesis revolution and testing age began when Yamagiwa and Ichikawa in 1918 showed that coal tar experimentally applied to rabbit ears caused skin carcinomas (Yamagiwa and Ichikawa, 1918). Since then and especially over the past 4–5 decades, we have gained considerable insight into the strengths and weaknesses of toxicity and carcinogenicity studies in laboratory rats and mice. The 2 largest, longest existing, and most well established bioassay programs in the world are the Ramazzini Foundation (RF) and the National Toxicology Program (NTP) (Huff, 2002; Soffritti et al., 2002). Together more than 700 chemicals or agents have been tested for carcinogenic activity by these two programs: roughly 200 by RF and 500 by the NTP.

Over the years, and especially in the last decade, there has been considerable debate regarding the value of rats and more particularly mice in testing agents for carcinogenic potential (Schach von Wittenau and Estes, 1983; Monro, 1993; Huff, 1994; 1999; Johnson, 2003; Wagner, 2003). What has emerged from this debate is a better appreciation that the interpretation and use of results from rodent carcinogenicity studies should take into account possible modulators of the observed responses and awareness of the experimental exposure conditions in some rodent studies that might not be anticipated to occur exactly the same in humans (Monro, 1993; Cohen, 1995; Abdo and Kari, 1996). Thus, extrapolations from a single rodent study to humans may be subject to potential errors (Purchase, 1980).

In the past, criticism of the use of rodent bioassays for identification of carcinogenic potential has focused on concerns about positive findings in rodents considered not to be relevant to humans. What seems to have been overlooked is that no one ever said that rodent carcinogenicity bioassays were perfect surrogates for humans. Nonetheless, we do know that for now and until something better, more rapid, less expensive, and more accurate and predictable is found, long-term chemical carcinogenesis bioassays remain the best and most
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globally accepted means we have for identifying potential human carcinogens (Tomatis et al., 1997; 2001).

**Value of Animal Experiments**

No reasonable scientist would claim that rodents are perfect surrogates for humans. In fact, rats are not perfect surrogates for mice, and vice versa, but for carcinogenicity the correlation is beyond 74% (Haseman and Huff, 1987). This is precisely the reason that bioassays include both rats and mice—because their sensitivities for different chemicals or different classes of chemicals may be complementary. Carcinogenic potential, not absolute identification of human carcinogens, is being measured. Although we know that all known human carcinogens are also carcinogenic to rodents, it is noteworthy that nearly one-third of these were first identified in animals and only subsequently in humans (Tomatis, 1979; Huff, 1993b).

Outcomes of any study are influenced by multiple factors (e.g., experimental design, exposure levels, species, strain, sex, route of exposure, duration of exposure, metabolism, diet, and pathology) (Haseman, 1983; Schut et al., 1983; Gregory, 1988; Wolff et al., 1991; Griesemer and Eustis, 1994; Festing, 1995; Ginsberg et al., 1996; Dass et al., 1998; Keenan et al., 1999; Lovell et al., 1999). Although not perfect, there is enough concordance between human and rodent carcinogens, in repeatability of bioassay results, and in site-specificity to warrant continued use of existing hazard identification testing approaches until such time as we develop a more suitable means of identifying agents with human carcinogenic potential. At present, the rodent cancer bioassay is the best tool available, provided we are mindful to effectively deal with and interpret false-positives, false-negatives, metabolic differences between species, and species-specific responses that will likely occur.

The advent of genetically engineered mice and sophisticated gene-transfer technologies, including the ability to turn on and off specific genes, promises to permit the development of models with multiple genetic alterations to more closely mimic the multiple complex aspects of carcinogenesis (Marx, 2003). Hopefully, biomarkers will be found that will identify cancer risk early enough for intervention strategies to be effective. Progress in exploring the utility of genetically modified mice in cancer hazard identification is underway (ILSI/HESI, 2001; Pritchard et al., 2003) and development of genetically engineered models with specific alterations believed to be important in human cancer is being funded by National Institutes of Health consortia (http://emice.nci.nih.gov/; http://www.niehs.nih.gov/cmgcc/home.htm).

**Species Differences and Similarities in Carcinogenesis**

Although differences may exist in the morphologic features, pathogenesis, and molecular and cellular processes of carcinogenesis between species, considerable similarities are found to warrant utilization of animal models to understand certain aspects of the process and to identify agents with carcinogenic potential. It is a given that we do not have a complete understanding of etiology, pathogenesis, and natural history of neoplasia. With respect to chemically induced cancer development, the heterogeneity of target tissue response within a given species is as great as the heterogeneity between species or sexes.

Despite these differences between species, there are important similarities favoring continued use of animal models. “Experimental evidence . . . indicates . . . that there are more physiologic, biochemical, and metabolic similarities between laboratory animals and humans than there are differences. These similarities increase the probability that results observed in a laboratory setting will predict similar results for humans. Clearly the accumulated experience in the field of carcinogenesis supports this concept.” (Rall et al., 1987)

Because rodents appear to be more susceptible to development of cancer in a wider variety of tissues (Grisham, 1996), in contrast to humans, doesn’t make them less valuable as research and testing tools. There is credence, however, to the notion that if humans underwent as complete pathology/histopathology as do rodents, the cancer gap would be substantially reduced or even eliminated. In fact, their utility as experimental models and test species to identify carcinogenic potential is favorably enhanced by the increased numbers of tissues/organs evaluated histopathologically. Differential susceptibility among rodent strains to chemical carcinogenesis may be related to a variety of factors such as gene imprinting and the time required for development of cancer (Haseman et al., 2001). Researchers and public health investigators can capitalize on this differential susceptibility in their respective studies.

In contrast to observations in humans, rodents utilized in cancer bioassays frequently develop multiple neoplasms at different tissue sites. In almost all cases in which human carcinogens have been tested in animals, there is at least one or more common target sites for carcinogenesis (Huff, 1994; Tomatis et al., 1989; Wilbourn et al., 1986). The exact reasons for this are unknown but relative genomic instability, differences in genomic imprinting, cancer susceptibility loci, and the possibility that higher dose levels used in rodent cancer bioassays may impact the carcinogenic response are possible explanations. Of course many of these higher exposure levels are similar to occupational exposures (e.g., benzene, butadiene, methylene chloride, tetranitromethane), especially those in the past, and to contemporary cancer chemotherapeutic exposures (Freireich et al., 1966).

Rodents also sometimes develop neoplasia at tissue sites that are unique, i.e., there is not an exact morphologic counterpart in humans. Examples include Zymbal’s glands, forestomach, Harderian gland, and preputial gland (Huff, 1992). Although neoplasms in these rodent-unique tissues could not occur in humans, this does not make them irrelevant. For example, the first identified cancer in rodents for the leukemogen benzene was the Zymbal gland (Maltoni and Scarnato, 1979). Furthermore, since neoplasia at these specific sites does not occur universally in rodent cancer bioassays, when present they certainly represent a carcinogenic response and must not be dismissed as irrelevant. The tissue components in Zymbal’s gland, forestomach, Harderian gland, and preputial gland correspond to similar cells at other sites in humans. Cellular and molecular changes leading to cancer at these sites are expected to be similar to cellular and molecular changes seen in human cancers. Mechanistically it matters little what the eventual cancer target site may
be; the important observation is whether a chemical does or does not cause cancer.

**Comparative Anatomy, Histology, and Neoplastic Pathology of Humans and Rodents**

**Comparative Anatomy:** Despite the obvious differences in scale, the internal murine anatomy is remarkably similar to that of humans. In fact, rodents possess all of the major organs possessed by humans in the cardiovascular, respiratory, nervous, digestive, endocrine, and genitourinary systems. The gross anatomy of the individual organs of these systems is also basically similar to that of humans. There are minor differences from humans in the structural organization of some rodent organs, such as the number of right and left lung lobes, the bicornuate uterus, and the division of the prostate into separate lobes. And there are differences in the location and number of some rodent organs, such as the contiguous alignment of the three major salivary glands and the presence of several pairs of mammary glands (five in mice, six in rats) extending from the ear to the base of the tail, but the basic anatomy of these glands is similar to that of humans.

In addition to possessing all of the major organs of humans, rodents have three glands without an obvious human counterpart—the intraorbital Harderian gland, the male preputial gland, and the female clitoral gland. Rodents also have an auditory sebaceous gland (Zymbal’s gland) in the external ear; however, this gland is not entirely unique since the skin of the external auditory meatus of humans contains hairs with sebaceous glands that bear a morphologic resemblance to the Zymbal’s gland. Finally, there is the rodent forestomach with a mucosal lining similar to that of the human esophagus but occupying the first portion of the gastric pouch and lacking in humans. Since these additional glands and forestomach of rodents have no direct human analogue, it might be argued that tumors arising in these organs as the result of chemical induction are inconsequential with regard to human risk. On the other hand, these structures could be regarded as bonus organs, which serve as additional bellwethers of a chemical’s carcinogenic potential whenever tumors also develop in one or more vital rodent organs with comparable human analogues.

**Comparative Histology:** As might be expected from the anatomical similarities, the histologic features of most rodent organs are roughly similar to those of humans. Nonetheless, minor differences may be noted in the histology of many organs, such as the relatively large adrenal medulla of rodents in comparison to the thickness of the adrenal cortex, the striking prominence of the Clara cells in murine bronchioles, the cuboidal parietal epithelium in the Bowman’s capsule of male mice, and the relatively greater fat/glandular tissue ratio in the mammary glands of rodents. Furthermore, two fundamental differences that seem to apply to most rodent organs and tissues are the less abundant interstitial connective tissue in comparison to human tissues, and the less abundant smooth muscle in a variety of tissues such as the gastrointestinal tract, the uterus, and the prostate. The muscular wall of the intestinal tract is particularly thin in rodents in comparison to the thickness of the intestinal mucosa, and the prostate gland of rodents contains very little smooth muscle between the glandular elements in contrast to the human prostate gland in which smooth muscle comprises 30% of the total mass. The impact of these differences in mesenchymal elements is relatively minor in regard to comparative neoplasia since malignant neoplasms arise in the connective tissues and smooth muscle of rodents and humans relatively infrequently. A minor consequence, from the pathologist’s perspective, is that the presence or absence of tumor invasion may be more difficult to evaluate in rodents because there is so little surrounding or supporting mesenchymal tissue.

**Comparative Neoplastic Pathology:** In view of the similar anatomy and histology, one might expect the incidence of neoplasia, as well as the prevalence of histopathologic types, to be similar as well. If the natural incidence or specific histopathology differs significantly, one might infer that the rodent may not be a suitable surrogate model for humans. To reach this conclusion, one would have to believe that neoplasia is solely dependent upon the genetics of an organism, and that the environment plays no role. If this were so, then the incidence of human neoplasia might be only one-tenth of the actual current incidence, and the impact of neoplasia in humans would be significantly reduced. Of course, we now know that environmental factors play a major role in many types of human cancer, and perhaps none of these factors is more important than that of cigarette smoking. In fact, it has been estimated that 30% of all cancer deaths are attributable to cigarette smoking.

The point is that rodents are not exposed to the same environmental carcinogens as humans, unless they are artificially exposed in the laboratory, and therefore they would not be expected to have the same incidence of neoplasia or the same neoplastic histopathology in every organ. For instance, in rodents, tumors arise relatively infrequently in the pancreas and most commonly involve the acinar elements, resulting in acinar cell adenomas and carcinomas (Eustis and Boorman, 1990). On the other hand, pancreatic cancer in humans is the fifth most common cause of cancer related death, and 90% of the time the cancer involves the ductal elements, while neoplastic disease of the acinar elements is rare (Scarpelli, 1988). Does this mean that the rodent is a poor model? In fact, these species differences in incidence and histopathology may be explainable in part by environmental exposures in humans since cigarette smoking is the most firmly established risk factor in pancreatic cancer, and the chronic pancreatitis resulting from the abuse of ethyl alcohol is a risk factor as well.

To further examine the role of environmental factors in explaining neoplastic differences between species, it is instructive to compare the major morphologic categories of pulmonary neoplasia, since tumors of the lung are common in both rodents and humans. In rodents the predominant form of neoplastic lung disease is of the alveolar/bronchiolar type. This is true of both mice and rats, and it is also characteristic of both spontaneous neoplasia and chemically induced increases in neoplasia, although squamous carcinomas can be induced with certain chemical carcinogens. In humans, on the other hand, the predominant forms of pulmonary cancer are adenocarcinoma, squamous carcinoma, and undifferentiated small and large cell carcinomas, with bronchioalveolar carcinoma representing only a minor percentage of the total, ranging from 1 to 9% in various series.
To some extent, the differences in incidence of broncholoalveolar carcinoma between the species may be explained by the manner in which the tumor is defined. That is, in humans there is a very restrictive definition that limits the use of the term to those tumors with a lepidic growth pattern and absence of any invasion of stroma, vessels, or pleura. Thus, many of the carcinomas of the lung in rodents would probably be classified as papillary adenocarcinomas in humans because of the presence of invasion. A more accurate comparison, then, might be to combine all of the adenocarcinomas and broncholoalveolar carcinomas in humans, and the resulting difference in incidence from that of rodents would be significantly reduced.

There is a more important factor than the definition of morphologic types, however. And that factor, of course, is cigarette smoking, which is the cause of the vast majority of lung cancer in humans. The increased risk in smokers is seen for all types of lung carcinoma, but the percentage of smokers is particularly impressive for the major subtypes of carcinoma: small cell carcinoma (98.9%), squamous cell carcinoma (98.0%), large cell carcinoma (93.3%), and adenocarcinoma (81.6%) (AFIP, 1995). Although smoking is also a risk factor for broncholoalveolar carcinoma, the percentage of smokers among those having this disease is the lowest of all major types (70.6%). If we now consider the morphologic subtypes that might remain if smoking could be eliminated as a factor, the data would suggest that the great majority of squamous cell carcinomas, small and large cell carcinomas, and 80% of the adenocarcinomas would be eliminated. The major tumor subtypes in humans would then be adenocarcinomas and broncholoalveolar carcinomas, which would correspond very closely to the types of lung tumors occurring in rodents. So, perhaps we’re not that different from rats and mice after all, at least in terms of pulmonary neoplasia.

Comparative Carcinogenesis: Hepatocarcinogenesis as a Model

Aspects to consider in interspecies comparison of neoplasia include etiology and risk factors, cellular and molecular pathogenesis, and progression of the carcinogenic process during the life of the species. Development of liver neoplasia can be used to illustrate interspecies differences and similarities.

Etiology and Molecular Pathogenesis: While chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis secondary to hepatitis B and C virus infections are primary precursors of hepatic neoplasia in humans, some environmental/industrial chemicals, therapeutic drugs, and several metabolic liver diseases have also been identified as etiologic risk factors for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in humans (Grisham, 1996). Since hepatic neoplasia in rodents primarily occurs within the context of deliberate experimental situations, numerous chemicals have become the chief etiologic agents associated with development of HCC in rats and mice. However, documentation of hepatic neoplasia in mice secondary to *Helicobacter hepatis*-induced chronic hepatitis (Ward et al., 1994; Hailey et al., 1998) demonstrates an etiologic similarity between rodents and humans. In addition, the etiologic association of hepatic neoplasia with vinyl chloride and aflatoxin (Popper et al., 1981; Melnick, 2002; National Toxicology Program, 2002) indicate that the human liver is not immune to chemical carcinogenesis; and the liver is the primary target site for both chemicals in rodents and humans.

Although molecular heterogeneity is observed in hepatic neoplasia in both humans and rodents, early molecular events such as dysregulation of c-myc, TGF alpha, TGF beta, IGFIIR, and M6P/IGFIIR are common perturbations seen in rodent and human hepatocarcinogenesis (Grisham, 1996). This suggests that there may be more similarities in early pathogenesis of hepatocellular neoplasia between rodents and humans than was previously thought.

Furthermore, in the development of hepatic neoplasia, perturbations in cell proliferation and cell death are common in both rodents and humans, indicating additional similarities between the two species. However, cell cycle and cell death dysregulation in humans is most closely associated with necrosis seen in chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis, while chemical cytotoxicity leading to hepatocellular necrosis is neither a dramatic nor necessary element in the pathogenesis of hepatic neoplasia in mice and rats (Hoel et al., 1988; Tennant et al., 1991). In fact, chemically induced chronic inflammation, irritation, or general toxicity in an organ is not a requisite precursor associated with or causative of cancer (Hoel et al., 1988; Hsia et al., 1992; Huff, 1993a). Likewise, we also know that cell proliferation per se is not sufficient for cancer causation (Huff, 1995; Melnick, 1992; Melnick and Huff, 1993; Melnick et al., 1998). We also know that most chemicals associated with rodent liver tumors also cause other target site tumors as well (Maronpot et al., 1987; Huff et al., 1991).

The molecular events associated with progression of hepatic neoplasia in rodents and human differ, with ras activation being common in mouse hepatic neoplasms while p53 alterations are frequently involved in human hepatic neoplasms (Grisham, 1996). The intraspecies molecular heterogeneity associated with hepatic neoplasia is most evident during the progressive development of these neoplasms in both rodents and humans. Differential genomic imprinting (De Souza et al., 1997) and the likelihood of HCC susceptibility loci in some inbred mice (Lee and Drinkwater, 1995a, 1995b) may explain the relatively high frequency of chemically induced liver cancer in rodents. Additional explanations for the high frequency of chemically induced hepatic neoplasms in rodents and the relative resistance in humans include differences in absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of xenobiotics, the observation that rodent cells are more genetically unstable and easily transformed (DiPaolo, 1983) and differences in telomerase activity (Chadeneau et al., 1995; Prowse and Greider, 1995) between rodents and humans.

While altered hepatic foci (AHF), hepatocellular adenomas, and HCC have been subjected to numerous molecular analyses (Grisham, 1996) with respect to participation of oncogenes and growth factors, there are no universal molecular features associated with all hepatic neoplasms. Imprinting of the M6P/IGF-IIR and hypomethylation of *ras* and *raf* genes are associated with some rodent HCC (Bhave et al., 1988; Ray et al., 1994). Increased *myc* expression is relatively common in HCC of multiple species, including humans. While *p53* mutations and deletions are well documented in human HCC, *p53* perturbations are not frequently detected in rodent hepatocellular neoplasia (Hegi et al., 1993; Kress et al., 1992;
Sipowicz et al., 1997). At present it seems clear that there are multiple molecular pathways associated with development of hepatic neoplasia in both humans and rodents with only some syntenic gene clusters suggesting that additional common molecular pathways between humans and rodents may be found. Hepatoblastomas of children have been associated with over-expression of p53 (Kennedy et al., 1994) while these neoplasms are seen in adult rodents (primarily mice), some of which carry alterations in p53 (Anna et al., 2000; Devereux et al., 1994).

Natural History and Morphologic Pathogenesis: While the natural history of hepatic neoplasia in humans is closely linked to chronic hepatitis, “spontaneously” occurring hepatic neoplasia in rodents typically occurs in the absence of hepatitis. The cellular pathogenesis of rodent liver neoplasia from presumptively preneoplastic AHF to hepatocellular adenoma and HCC has been extensively studied (Frith et al., 1980; Goldfarb and Pugh, 1986; Maronpot et al., 1986; Farber and Sarma, 1987; Bannasch and Zerban, 1992; Zerban et al., 1994). In additional to temporal studies documenting the sequence of HCC development, the observation of hepatocellular adenoma arising within AHF and of HCC arising in hepatocellular adenoma provides additional scientific evidence of the cellular pathogenesis of hepatic neoplasia in rodents (Harada et al., 1999; Takahashi et al., 2002). Rodent models have also been instrumental in teasing out the operational phases of initiation, promotion, and progression in hepatocellular neoplasia. There is abundant experimental evidence that proportionately few AHF progress to frank neoplasia in rodents; it has been estimated that thousands of AHF precede the emergence of a single HCC in rats (Kaufmann et al., 1985; Farber and Sarma, 1987). Within the constraints of individual studies, a few AHF progress while many regress or show no evidence of further progression (Farber and Sarma, 1987; Schulte-Hermann et al., 1995).

Most of the studies on the progression phenomenon are done in rats. Hepatocarcinogenesis models utilizing mice typically do not show development of numerous AHF even with potent hepatocarcinogens, suggesting that the few that are seen precede the development of HCC in susceptible mouse strains (Takahashi et al., 2002). Preneoplastic lesions similar to those observed in rodents have also been documented in humans (Bannasch et al., 2003; Su and Bannasch, 2003), providing compelling evidence of similarities between humans and rodents. Differential rodent strain susceptibility to hepatocarcinogenesis has also been well documented, with some mouse strains such as the C57BL/6 being relatively resistant to chemical induction of hepatic neoplasia, whereas C3H are relatively susceptible to liver carcinogens (Drinkwater and Ginsler, 1986; Hanigan et al., 1988; Kemp and Drinkwater, 1989). Recent evidence, however, suggests that all mouse strains are susceptible to induction of liver neoplasia and that apparent differential sensitivity is a reflection of strain-dependent differential latency in tumor development (Takahashi et al., 2002).

Proliferation of oval cells, presumptive stem cells in the liver, represents an alternative pathogenetic pathway to development of HCC (Tsao and Grisham, 1987; Sell and Dunsford, 1989) in rodents as well as in woodchucks infected with woodchuck hepatitis virus (Fu et al., 1988). Following oval cell proliferation, the pathogenesis of hepatocarcinoma may also progress through sequential development of AHF, hepatocellular adenoma, and, ultimately, HCC. Interestingly, hepatic neoplasia secondary to oval cell proliferation also results in hepatoblastomas and cholangiocellular neoplasms (Tsao and Grisham, 1987). The latter 2 are relatively rare in 2-year chemical carcinogenesis studies.

Chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis remain the primary precursor conditions associated with the pathogenesis of hepatocellular neoplasia in humans (Popper et al., 1988; Unoura et al., 1993). In recent reports, AHF in addition to hepatocyte atypia and dysplasia have been documented as putative preneoplastic lesions that are associated with human HCC development (Bannasch et al., 2003; Su and Bannasch, 2003). This suggests that there may be more similarities in the cellular pathogenesis of hepatocellular neoplasia between rodents and humans than was previously thought. As in rodents, a pathway involving oval cell proliferation as antecedent to development of HCC has been described in human liver (Hsia et al., 1992; Hsia et al., 1994).

Summary of Comparative Hepatocarcinogenesis: There are similar histologic and cytological features between humans and animals with respect to liver neoplasia. Some steps in the pathogenesis are similar, early cellular and molecular features are similar, and there is considerable heterogeneity in response in humans and animals, especially during tumor progression. No universal molecular mechanisms have been identified within or between humans, mice and rats. Differences exist in etiology between rodents and humans and liver neoplasia is common in rodents. It is worth noting, however, that on a global basis primary liver cancer constitutes one of the most common visceral malignant neoplasm of humans. Since there are sufficient similarities between rodents and humans in the process of hepatocarcinogenesis and because we are aware of the important differences between rodents and humans, we respectfully disagree with the statement by (Grisham, 1996) that “…differences among species in the pathogenesis of HCC provide the biological basis for making rodents poor surrogates for detecting chemicals that are potential human hepatocarcinogens.” We all desire a better surrogate but currently no reasonable alternative exists within our armamentarium. It is noteworthy that criticism of current testing paradigms for identifying potential human carcinogens is rarely accompanied by suggested, more relevant, alternatives.

GENETICALLY ENGINEERED MICE (GEM) While GEM models have signature phenotypes related to the specific genetic manipulation employed, GEM have tumor phenotypes generally similar to conventional mice (Cardiff et al., 2000). The latter observation is not unexpected since individual tissue tumor responses with sufficient differentiation to be associated with the tissue of origin appear to be limited. This, combined with the purported more rapid tumor response and the anticipation of needing fewer animals to observe an effect, make the use of GEM for cancer hazard identification appealing.

The last 10 years has seen a considerable and deliberate effort to explore the utility of genetically engineered mice for cancer hazard identification. In addition to the hope that
GEM would be more predictive of human cancer risk than conventional rodents, these models provide some opportunity to gain insights into mechanisms. Realizing the importance of standardizing testing paradigms, a multinational effort to explore the utility of GEM models for hazard identification was recently completed (ILSI/HESI, 2001). Initial trials were based on relatively simple GEM models with one genomic alteration. The results were mixed with no clear advantage apparent from use of GEM over conventional rodents for cancer hazard investigation. An apparent conclusion that emerged is that it may be necessary to increase the number of animals used as well as the duration of exposure to maximize the utility of GEM models. Unfortunately, detailed studies have not yet been done to ascertain the background or spontaneous tumor patterns in lifetime studies with most of these GEM models. Life spans of these models and their background strain are also unknown or not rigorously defined. These parameters are as important for carcinogen evaluation using these new and nonvalidated models as is the case for the standard 2-year bioassays in conventional rodents.

Because cancer is complex, comprising 200–300 different diseases, involving multiple genetic alterations and alternative pathways, and multiple mechanisms as well as sufficient redundancy in protective pathways, models with multiple genetic perturbations (dysregulation of genes—oncogenes, TSG, genes controlling growth factors and cytokines) are now being suggested as potentially better models for cancer hazard identification. Background strain, however, will continue to be an important consideration in any model, and especially in interpretation of the results obtained. Thus, the search for potentially more relevant models for assessing carcinogenic potential of chemicals and other agents will likely endure, hopefully with continued international collaboration and hopefully with further and better success.

Based upon analysis of data from the recent international effort with GEM and the NTP carcinogenicity testing data base, one of several alternative NTP strategies recently proposed for assessing carcinogenic potential of chemicals incorporates use of a conventional rat bioassay plus a GEM assay (Pritchard et al., 2003). Whether this will result in a better test system remains to be determined. The effort, however, will generate a need to optimize each new model. As with other strategies, interpretation will still be problematic, especially when positive results occur with 1 test system but not in another. There will be opportunity for false positives and false negatives that will need to be evaluated for relevance to human health based upon a rational basis for explaining discordant results.

Another issue with the GEM models centers on whether the model is designed to identify genotoxic or nongenotoxic chemicals. For example the p53+/− model being used does not identify nongenotoxic carcinogens, and yet has been used to evaluate these chemicals.

**Future Considerations**

In addition to traditional testing paradigms using healthy adult animals, the need to consider testing in models that mimic early life and childhood, aging, in utero exposure, obesity, lifetime exposures, and uniquely susceptible human populations should be considered. One of the deficiencies of 2-year bioassays is that they are terminated at about two-thirds of the life span of the rodent, missing perhaps late-stage or late-appearing tumors (Huff, 1999; Bucher, 2002). The Ramazzini Foundation typically allows animals to live out their normal life span until natural death (Maltoni, 1995). Two-year bioassays were designed originally to mimic a person’s occupational life. However exposure to multiple and varied potential chemical carcinogens begins during gestation, in infancy, through working life, and into older ages and longer retirements. The beginnings and endings of this exposure sequence are missed in 2-year rodent studies.

Studies designed to relate specific adverse effects (clinical chemistry, pathology) seen in animals to alterations in gene expression, a concept named phenotype anchoring, was recently proposed to better understand the underpinnings of adverse effects (Paules, 2003). This has the potential to contribute to cancer hazard identification as well as interpretation of results from rodent carcinogenicity studies. Furthermore, since there is a high degree of conservation of genes associated with processes such as apoptosis, necrosis, and DNA repair, identification of patterns of altered gene expression could also be studied in other species, including nonmammalian test systems. This could potentially allow for the study of dose-related effects on critical gene targets important in development of neoplasia. Efficacy and safety assessment need to occur before clinical trials and population studies. This may be best achieved with conventional and genetically engineered animals combined with new technologies (e.g., “-omics”). In the meantime, efforts are underway to build a better mouse (Marx, 2003).

The demonstration of an adverse effect in an animal study where often relatively higher dose levels are used to optimize sensitivity (because few animals are used as surrogates for millions of people) does not a priori indicate that effects will be detectable in humans exposed to lower dose levels. A chemical is still a carcinogen whether the exposure is occupational or environmental. Nevertheless, we will likely continue to use relatively small numbers of animals in our studies and utilize larger doses to ensure increased sensitivity and that evidence of chemical effects will be seen. This necessitates the use of extrapolation models to estimate the potential human health risks associated with lower amounts of exposure. Utilizing a systems biology approach (Greenlee et al., 2003) that integrates animal experiments combined with new genomic methods, computational biology, system dynamics, and bioinformatics may likely play a dominant role in future health safety assessment research.

**Conclusions**

The percentage of the nearly 100,000 chemicals currently in commerce estimated to be animal and/or human carcinogens is believed to be proportionately low if all chemicals were tested (Fung et al., 1995). Thus, the task of identifying agents with carcinogenic potential is not only daunting in scope, but is difficult, costly, and time-consuming as well. The good news is that we continue to fill our toolbox with an ever-increasing armamentarium to study and predict cancer risk. The challenge will be to select the appropriate tools for the question being asked. The important issue of how best to protect and foster better human health remains. In
the meantime, animal models will likely remain the major, albeit somewhat imperfect, surrogates for humans, and the biological conundrum of scientific debate regarding the relevance of carcinogenesis studies in animals is expected to continue.
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